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The article examines the approaches of the Putin regime to what its ideologists con-
ceptualize as historical propaganda. It shows that the notion of historical truth, which 
is often invoked to justify the official position of the Russian government, is interpreted 
by the Kremlin in a “postmodernist” sense: there can be no “objective truth”, the truth 
is what corresponds to Russia’s interests. The article further discusses Russian legisla-
tion of the past and the role of the most important governmental institutions involved 
in designing and implementing Putin’s memory politics. These institutions include, in 
particular, the Presidential Administration and the ministries of foreign affairs, defense, 
and culture.
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Preface: Stalin’s Legacy

Falsifiers of History was a Kremlin-sponsored brochure unofficially edited by 
Joseph Stalin and published in 1948 in response to the publication in the US of a 
collection of German Foreign Office documents titled Nazi-Soviet Relations, 1939-
1941. This collection included the Secret Supplementary Protocols attached to the 
Soviet-Nazi Non-Aggression Pact of 23 August 1939, in which the two govern-
ments agreed on «the boundary of their respective spheres of influence in Eastern 
Europe»1. The pact triggered the Second World War, and the goal of the US publi-
cation was to document that. In the Falsifiers of History brochure, Stalin offered a 
different interpretation of the war without specifically challenging the authenticity 
of any of these compromising materials. The entire collection was declared «full of 
documents concocted by Hitlerite diplomatic officials in the depths of the German 
diplomatic offices» and therefore untrustworthy2. Both publications were harbin-
gers of the coming Cold War.

The notions of falsification and falsifiers of history were central to Soviet propa-
ganda and official historiography. Thousands of books, articles, and dissertations 
exposed the «bourgeois falsifiers» and their «slander against the USSR», using the 

1 Nazi-Soviet Relations, 1939-1941. Documents from the Archives of the German Foreign Office, eds. R.J. Sontag, 
J.S. Beddie, Department of State, Washington 1948, p. 78.
2 Falsifiers of History (An Historical Note), Soviet Informational Bureau, Moscow 1948, p. 5.
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language of the 1948 brochure. The fall of communism, however, rendered these 
concerns outdated, and for several years, the campaign against falsifiers disap-
peared from the Russian historians’ agenda.

The language of the 1948 brochure made a return in 2005, in the context of Rus-
sia’s escalating memory wars with her former East European satellites. In May, 
the Russian parliament adopted a declaration titled On Attempts at Falsification of 
History, in which it accused the Baltic countries and Poland of «hypocritically and 
cynically» shifting the blame for the Second World War to Russia and calling their 
liberation by the Red Army an occupation3. A little later, in May 2009, President 
Dmitry Medvedev created a Commission Reporting to the Presidency to Counter 
Attempts to Falsify History to the Detriment of Russia’s Interests4. The «falsifica-
tions» the commission was tasked with countering were the same as those refuted 
by the 1948 brochure, including primarily Russia’s co-responsibility for the war. 
These accusations are also referred to in Russia as «historical revisionism», imply-
ing that Stalin’s war myth is a solidly established historical truth.

The commission’s name was telling enough: Russia’s interests had been implic-
itly made the criterion in deciding what historical truth is. Since the 2000s, this idea 
has been promoted as a theoretical principle by some leading ideologists of the Pu-
tin regime, most notably Vladimir Medinsky. His “epistemology” is typical of what 
some observers call post-truth age5.

Historical Truth and National Interests

Medinsky is a characteristic figure of Russia’s political establishment6. As a State 
Duma deputy in 2003-2012, he became known for his radical anti-communist and 
nationalist initiatives. He arguably owed his further promotion to Vladislav Surkov, 
then the leading ideologist of the Putin regime. In 2012, Medinsky became Russia’s 
Minister of Culture in Medvedev’s government (in which Surkov was Deputy Prime 
Minister). His appointment coincided with the beginning of a radical conservative 
turn in Putin’s politics after the suppression by force of the protests against the falsi-
fied 2011 elections. Medinsky played a central role in implementing an increasingly 
aggressive anti-Western history politics crucial to Putin’s radical conservative turn.

3 O popytkakh falsifikatsii istorii, Zayavleniye Gosudarstvennoy Dumy Federal’nogo sobraniya Rossiyskoy Fe-
deratsii, 27 maya 2005 g. Nancy Adler and Anton Weiss-Wendt consider this declaration the birthplace of «an 
official Russian policy on history». See their Introduction. Revisiting the Future of the Soviet Past and the Memory 
of Stalinist Repressions, in The Future of the Soviet Past. The Politics of History in Putin’s Russia, eds. A. Weiss-
Wendt, N. Adler, Indiana University Press, Bloomington 2021, pp. 1-27, here pp. 12-13.
4 O Komissii pri Prezidente Rossiyskoy Federatsii po protivodeystviyu popytkam falsifikatsii istorii v ushcherb 
interesam Rossii, Ukaz Prezidenta Rossiyskoy Federatsii, n. 549, 15 maja 2009 g.
5 R. Keyes, The Post-Truth Era. Dishonesty and Deception in Contemporary Life, St. Martin’s Press, New York 
2004, pp. 12-13.
6 A. Weiss-Wendt, Secondhand History. Outsourcing Russia’s Past to Kremlin Proxies, in The Future of the Soviet 
Past, eds. A. Weiss-Wendt, N. Adler, cit., pp. 48-52.
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A journalist by training and the best-selling author of several books debunking 
Western stereotypes about Russia (such as «Russians live in the mud», «Russians 
are slaves», «Russians are thieves»), Medinsky defended his doctoral dissertation 
in history in 2011. Later, he was accused of plagiarism and violation of scholarly 
standards, but the Higher Attestation Commission (VAK), which approves academ-
ic degrees in Russia, refused to revoke his doctorate7.

A member of Medvedev’s anti-falsification commission, Medinsky devoted his 
dissertation to the «problems of objectivity in the coverage of Russian history [by 
foreign sources] from the second half of the fifteenth to the seventeenth century». 
His critics accused him of very subjectively assessing those sources’ objectivity and 
groundlessly refusing to trust any negative information about Russia. The disserta-
tion’s leitmotiv was that the foreigners had not cared about facts and had merely 
reproduced inherited anti-Russian stereotypes8. Medinsky advocated for a fight 
against those stereotypes, the development of a «scientifically sound state policy to 
inform the Russian citizens’ historical consciousness», and the creation of a «state-
sponsored organization for historical propaganda»9.

Medinsky formulated his “methodological” ideas more directly in an article 
published in the government’s principal newspaper, «Rossiyskaya Gazeta», in July 
2017, soon after the VAK had dropped the charges against him. Here he speaks in 
the voice of an unrepentant postmodernist: «There is no ‘absolute objectivity’ at 
all», «no ‘impartial approach’ in history», and «no reliable past»: «History is al-
ways subjective and mediated». Of course, «professional ethics and norms require 
the scholar to strive to be objective», but he cannot, «no matter how hard he tries». 
The historian is «a hostage to his beliefs» and «a fruit of his upbringing». He him-
self «constructs the object of his research, based on knowledge and ideologemes 
characteristic of his time». Medinsky concludes that there is no alternative to the 
politicization of history and that historians must consider the past «from the stand-
point of [their country’s] national interests». He pretends not to understand that 
the objectivity question cannot be reduced to simplistic denunciations of «absolute 
truth» and that methodological constructivism does not justify neglecting the rules 
of the historical method. Medinsky ends with an almost literal quote from Orwell: 
«Who controls history controls the future»10.

Weaponizing postmodernism «to promote a sense of epistemic insecurity» and 
to validate the use of power to impose state-defined “truths” is a characteristic fea-
ture of the current Russian propaganda state11. The role that historical mythmaking 

7 T. Balmforth, Russia’s ‘Myth’-Busting Culture Minister Embroiled in Doctoral Thesis Scandal, in «RadioF-
reeEurope/RadioLiberty», 3 October 2017.
8 V. Medinsky, Problemy ob’ektivnosti v osveshchenii rossiyskoy istorii vtoroy poloviny XV-XVII vv. Avtoreferat 
dissertatsii na soiskanie uchenoy stepeni doktora istoricheskikh nauk, Rossiyskiy gosudarstvennyi sotsial’nyi 
universitet, Moscow 2011, pp. 36, 39, 44.
9 Ivi, pp. 42-43.
10 V. Medinsky, Interesnaya istoriya, in «Rossiyskaya Gazeta», 4 iûl’ 2017 g.
11 P.B. Craik, The Weaponization of Postmodernism. Russia’s New War with Europe, LSE ‘Europe in Question’ 
Discussion Paper Series, n. 146, 2019; P. Pomerantsev, Russia: A Postmodern Dictatorship?, Transitions. Lecture 
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plays in Russian politics is due to this cultural climate being intentionally misused 
by the post-Soviet propaganda and security services. But it is also due to the persist-
ing tradition of Soviet ideology and the mentality of Russia’s current leaders (many 
of whom are former security officers)12.

Medinsky’s term as minister of culture was marked in particular by the publication, 
in 2014, of Foundations of State Cultural Politics, which was based on the nineteenth-
century notion of Russia’s unique path of development. This notion harks back to the 
Slavophile theorists, who in turn had borrowed it from the German historical school, 
tapping into its fascination with the idea of German Sonderweg. With the publication 
of Foundations, the theory of Russian (or Slavic Orthodox) civilization developed 
by Russian nationalist thinkers became the government’s official position, in which 
a simplistic understanding of the historicist tradition as justifying only particularistic 
identities complements an equally primitive interpretation of postmodern relativism.

This document presents «the deformation of historical memory, negative assess-
ments of considerable periods of national history, and the dissemination of the false 
notion of Russia’s historical backwardness» as a significant danger for the country. 
Unsurprisingly, cultural politics is «recognized as an integral part of the Russian 
Federation’s national security strategy»13. Claiming that Russia’s interests are the 
primary criterion for establishing the truth of the past and dismissing any alternative 
interpretations as falsifications are the two sides of the Kremlin’s memory politics.

Playing the historical memory card against academic research is another mani-
festation of this epistemological laxism. Medinsky claims that what matters are not 
facts of the past but the myths that have informed the collective imagination. In 
the same spirit, Aleksandr Filippov, the author of the 2007 government-sponsored 
textbook of Soviet history that presented Stalin as an «efficient manager» without 
denying his responsibility for the repressions, quoted the results of a 2006 socio-
logical survey in which forty-seven percent of respondents gave a positive evalu-
ation of Stalin, against a twenty-nine-percent negative appraisal14. The implication 
is that historians should take their bearings from the “national memory”: historians 
can be wrong, but the people cannot. Putin’s propagandists evidently find it easier 
to manipulate public opinion and refer to “common knowledge” as historical truth 
than to provide reliable factual data supporting their myths.

In July 2021, Putin established a governmental commission for historical edu-
cation chaired by Medinsky15. The commission’s function is to protect «historical 

Series, Legatum Institute-Institute of Modern Russia, October 2013; id., Nothing is True and Everything is Possi-
ble: The Surreal Heart of the New Russia, Public Affairs, New York 2014.
12 O. Kryshtanovskaya, S. White, The Sovietization of Russian Politics, in «Post-Soviet Affairs», n. 4, 2009, pp. 283-309.
13 Osnovy gosudarstvennoy kul’turnoy politiki, 24 dekabr’ 2014 g.
14 A.V. Filippov, Noveyshaya istoriya Rossii, 1945-2006: Kniga dlya uchitelya, Prosveshchenie, Moscow 2007, p. 
93; D. Brandenberger, Promotion of a Usable Past: Official Efforts to Rewrite Russo-Soviet History, 2000-2014, 
in Remembrance, History, and Justice: Coming to Terms with Traumatic Past in Democratic Societies, eds. V. 
Tismaneanu, B.C. Iacob, Central European University Press, Budapest-New York 2015, pp. 191-212.
15 O mezhvedomstvennoy komissii po istoricheskomu prosveshcheniyu, Ukaz prezidenta Rossiyskoy Federatsii, 
n. 442, 30 iûl’ 2021 g.
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truth» and counter «the attempted falsification of history». Its composition is es-
sentially the same as that of the Medvedev Commission of 2009. The protection of 
historical truth has thus been entrusted to one who denies it.

Memory as Ideology

The same duplicity is manifest in the Kremlin’s denial that it has an official ide-
ology and the promotion of its official historical narrative. The notion of historical 
truth allows for claims that this narrative is not an ideology, for all that the under-
standing of historical truth as whatever corresponds to Russia’s national interests 
transforms history into a profoundly ideological construction.

The 1993 Russian Constitution forbade any «State or obligatory» ideology16. The 
2020 constitutional reform left this provision unchanged, although many pro-Kremlin 
politicians (including Sergey Mironov, the Just Russia political party leader) called 
for it to be amended17. Putin, however, has no come out in favor of this. In 2019, he 
claimed that «patriotism [is] the only possible ideology in the modern democratic 
society»18. A year later, he explained his understanding of patriotism: «Patriotism 
means devoting oneself to the development of the country, its progress»19. Patriotism 
in this definition scarcely falls under the concept of ideology at all. But this does not 
mean that Putin’s Russia has no State ideology. That ideology is, in fact, a national 
narrative focused on Russia’s great power status and the cult of what the Russians 
call the Great Patriotic War (the Russo-German war of 1941-1945). When speaking 
about patriotism, Putin routinely refers to this narrative20.

History was of central importance to Soviet ideology, which used Marx’s his-
torical materialism to legitimize communism as the inevitable outcome of world 
economic development and adapted the Russian patriotic narrative to communist 
dogmas. The Kremlin’s victory in the Second World War gave rise to a growing 
war mythology based on the wartime propaganda account of a peaceful Russia 
perfidiously attacked by Hitler. And as the revolutionary faith in communism be-
gan to fade in the 1960s and 1970s, the war cult became critical to the regime’s 
legitimacy.

The fall of communism was accompanied (and in part prepared for) by the de-
cay of the Soviet ideology. In the 1990s, Boris Yeltsin’s history politics centered 

16 Konstitutsiya Rossiyskoy Federatsii, art. 13.2.
17 Mironov predlozhil izmenit’ Konstitutsiyu RF radi vvedeniya gosudarstvennoy ideologii, 9 iûl’ 2016 g. (https://
tass.ru/politika/3442371); “Spravedlivaya Rossiya” predlagayet vvesti v strane gosudarstvennuyu ideologiyu, 22 
ânvar’ 2020 g. (https://echo.msk.ru/news/2575083-echo.html).
18 Putin considers patriotism the only possible ideology in modern society, 19 dekabr’ 2019 g. (https://tass.com/
politics/1101043).
19 Patriotism Is Russia’s National Idea, Says Putin, 10 maj 2020 g. (https://tass.com/society/1154865).
20 M.V. Liñan, History as a Propaganda Tool in Putin’s Russia, in «Communist and Post-Communist Studies», n. 
2, 2010, pp. 167-178.
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on presenting communism as a non-viable alternative to capitalism and celebrating 
Russia’s cultural heritage as a counterweight to the rejection of the Soviet legacy21.

Russian history politics took a different turn with Putin’s election as president in 
2000. The creation of his authoritarian regime was attended by sustained efforts to 
promote a cult of the state, including the notion of its continuity from the pre-revo-
lutionary period through the Soviet epoch to Putin’s attempts to «make Russia great 
again». But in order to be integrated into the longue durée of Russian history, the 
Soviet period had to be purified of its specifically communist aspects: the coalition 
of social forces that brought Putin to power, including the corrupt bureaucracy, the 
secret services, and the big business entities under their tutelage, had no interest in 
promoting collectivism and egalitarianism. In contrast, the authoritarian, national-
ist, imperial, and militaristic components of the Soviet legacy were enthusiastically 
embraced by the Putin regime, as they had been under Stalin, with incorporation of 
the same aspects of the pre-revolutionary imperial tradition.

The cult of the Great Patriotic War became central to Putin’s national narrative. 
The new regime could fully leverage the existing infrastructure, which consisted of 
thousands of war memorials and museums that served as venues for regular com-
memorative rituals; veterans’ organizations; the search parties tasked with identify-
ing and burying the remains of dead soldiers; and a whole industry of war films, 
songs, and works of fiction22. The celebration of the 60th anniversary of the victory 
over Nazi Germany in 2005, the preparation for which, including an intensive propa-
ganda campaign, had begun more than a year before, marked the transformation of 
the Soviet war cult into the foundational myth of post-Soviet Russia23. This allowed 
for the whitewashing of Soviet history, including Stalin’s repressions, by substituting 
the elevation of the people’s unity and heroism in the face of foreign aggression for 
the memory of the regime’s crimes against those people24. In contrast to the Western 
narrative of the war, the Soviet/Russian myth marginalizes the memory of the Holo-
caust. It presents instead the Russian nation as the primary victim and principal hero 
of the war. Since Soviet times, the victims of the Holocaust have been typically iden-
tified in Russia (and other former communist countries) as civilians rather than Jews.

Putin’s war cult encompasses the notion of the Yalta postwar political order, 
which legitimizes the Kremlin’s neo-imperial ambitions, meaning that the revival 
of the Soviet war myth has given most East European countries cause to worry 
about Moscow’s attitude toward their recently acquired independence. Since the 
2000s, the memory wars between Russia and her former satellites have typically 

21 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, Memory Wars: The Politics of the Past in Europe and Russia, Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, Cambridge 2017, p. 215.
22 N. Tumarkin, The Living and the Dead: The Rise and Fall of the Cult of WWII in Russia, Basic Books, New 
York 1994; M. Edele, Soviet Veterans of the Second World War: A Popular Movement in an Authoritarian Society, 
1941-1991, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2008.
23 Pamyat’ o voyne 60 let spustya: Rossiya, Germaniya, Yevropa, red. I. Kalinin, Novoye Literaturnoye Obozrenie, 
Moscow 2005; N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., pp. 247-259.
24 D. Khapaeva, Historical Memory in Post-Soviet Gothic Society, in «Social Research», n. 1, 2009, pp. 359-394, 
here p. 367.
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deployed around interpretations of the war. The national populists’ rise to power in 
Ukraine and Poland in 2005, due to the Ukrainian Orange Revolution and Poland’s 
Law and Justice Party’s electoral victory, further aggravated the mnemo-political 
climate in Eastern Europe and led to the escalation of the memory wars 25.

East European countries had an exceptionally tragic experience of the Second 
World War (not least because the Holocaust took place, for the most part, on their 
territory)26. And once liberated from Nazi rule, they promptly became victims of 
Soviet occupation. The theories of «twin totalitarianisms» and the «two occupa-
tions», which enjoy considerable popularity in Eastern Europe, are perceived in the 
Kremlin as manifestations of «historical revisionism» aimed at undermining Rus-
sia’s historical prestige27. Under Putin, as under Stalin, the Soviet/Russian war myth 
excludes the notions of the Kremlin’s complicity in unleashing the war.

Domestically, Putin’s war myth legitimizes national cohesion around an anti-
democratic regime in the struggle against internal and external dangers that are 
grossly exaggerated by Kremlin propaganda. Internationally, it justifies Russia’s 
economically unfounded pretensions to great power status, which can only be based 
on its military potential and its position as a permanent member of the UN Secu-
rity Council. These advantages being part of the Soviet legacy, the Putin regime 
naturally focuses its memory politics on the elevation of the 1945 victory and the 
purported “rights” that accrue to the Kremlin because of it. The two aspects of this 
politics are closely interwoven, Russia’s “greatness” being used both to boost the 
national pride and to justify the need for internal cohesion.

Like the traditional nineteenth-century ideologies such as communism and lib-
eralism, the new Russian ideology is history-based. But there is an essential differ-
ence between them: communism and liberalism were founded on future-oriented 
philosophies of history that legitimized the respective social systems. In contrast, 
Putinism is an ideology oriented on the past, which considers it, rather than the fu-
ture, a source of political legitimacy.

Historical memory is central to present-day (especially right-wing) populism, 
which relies on «powerful myths that draw on a collective memory of an imagined 
past» to define the notion of the people28. The late twentieth-century collapse of the 
master narratives, the «crisis of the future», and the rise of memory (or «memory 
boom») resulted in the emergence of what François Hartog calls «presentism». «The 
eternal present» has become central to our consciousness of time and has transformed 
the «omnipresent» past into an incoherent body of memories29. I have suggested else-
where that presentism as a form of historical time (or «regime of historicity», to use 

25 N. Koposov, Populism and Memory: Legislation of the Past in Poland, Ukraine, and Russia, forthcoming in 
«East European Politics and Society».
26 T. Snyder, Bloodlands: Europe between Hitler and Stalin, Basic Books, New York 2010.
27 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., pp. 129-148.
28 A.C. Bull, The Role of Memory in Populist Discourse: The Case of the Italian Second Republic, in «Patterns of 
Prejudice», n. 3, 2016, pp. 213-231, here p. 217.
29 F. Hartog, Régimes d’historicité: Présentisme et expérience du temps, Seuil, Paris 2003.
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Hartog’s term) corresponds to the populist moment in world politics, including the 
politics of memory that is a hallmark of our time30. This seems particularly true of 
Eastern Europe, including Russia, a stronghold of right-wing populism31.

In the 1970s and 1980s, the rise of historical memory was welcomed by many 
observers who believed that liberating modern man from the empire of master nar-
ratives would enable him to more immediately and independently “access” the past. 
However, the critics of the memory boom denounced it for undermining the progres-
sivist agenda and calling into question the possibility of objective historical knowl-
edge. For them, the present-day memory is no longer a natural memory transmitted 
from one generation to another but an «artificial hyper-reality» created by various 
agents of memory in the interests of political manipulation32. The rise of memory 
has indeed had two aspects. It was closely interconnected with the emergence of the 
victim-centered culture, which found its expression in the cosmopolitan memory of 
the Holocaust33. But it has also stimulated the development of particularistic identity 
politics, competition between the victims, and memory wars, which have recently 
emerged as a form of political conflict typical of the age of memory.

Putin’s ideology is characteristic of the age of memory. Indeed, it can be consid-
ered an extreme manifestation of it, not least because it is systematically promoted 
by the propaganda machine of a robust authoritarian regime. As of 2014, it has also 
been protected by law. Since some observers describe the war cult as the civil re-
ligion of Putin’s Russia34, it is not surprising that the defense of the Soviet/Russian 
war myth is formally recognized in Russia as a matter of national security.

Securitizing the Past

The notion of history politics (Geschichtspolitik) was born in Germany in 1986-
1987, in the context of the «quarrel of the historians» (Historikerstreit) over the 
question of the unique character of the Holocaust35. Chancellor Helmut Kohl was 

30 N. Koposov, Populism and Memory, cit.
31 J.-W. Müller, What is Populism? University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia 2016; C. Mudde, C.R. Kalt-
wasser, Populism: A Very Short Introduction, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2017.
32 P. Nora, General Introduction: Between Memory and History, in Realms of Memory, v. 1, Conflicts and Divi-
sions, ed. L.D. Kritzman, Columbia University Press, New York 1996, pp. 1-20; C.C. Maier, A Surfeit of Memory? 
Reflections on History, Melancholy and Denial, in «History and Memory», n. 2, 1993, pp. 136-152.
33 D. Levy and N. Sznaider, The Holocaust and Memory in the Global Age, Temple University Press, Phila-
delphia 2006.
34 N. Petrov, The Soviet Past and the 1945 Victory Cult as Civil Religion in Contemporary Russia, in The Future 
of the Soviet Past, eds. A. Weiss-Wendt, N. Adler, cit., pp. 71-88.
35 H. Schmid, Vom publizistischen Kampfbegriff zum Forschungskonzept: Zur Historisierung der Kategorie “Ges-
chichtspolitik”, in Geschichtspolitik und kollektives Gedächtnis: Erinnerungskulturen in Theorie und Praxis, hrsg. 
H. Schmid, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Göttingen 2009, pp. 53-76, here qui p. 65; S. Troebst, Geschichtspolitik: 
Politikfeld, Analyserahmen, Streitobjekt, in Geschichtspolitik in Europa seit 1989: Deutschland, Frankreich und 
Polen in internationalen Vergleich, hrsg. É. François et al., Wallstein, Göttingen 2013, pp. 13-34, here pp. 17-19.
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arguably the first world leader to appreciate the growing importance of memory 
and identity politics in the context of the late twentieth-century memory boom36. 
This notion became increasingly popular in Eastern Europe in the 2000s with the 
rise of national populism and the formation of new authoritarian regimes. Some 
students of East European memory wars even speak of «mnemonical security» as 
an aspect of «ontological security»37. As already mentioned, those wars broke out 
in the mid-2000s. In 2006, Ukraine recognized the Holodomor (the artificially in-
duced famine of 1932-1933) as a genocide of the Ukrainian people, which implied 
that the communist crimes were similar to those of the Nazis38. The following year 
witnessed the Russian-Estonian conflict that followed the removal of the memorial 
to Soviet soldiers from the center of Tallinn and its relocation to a war cemetery. 
In 2008, the Prague Declaration on European Conscience and Communism signed 
by Eastern Europe’s leading politicians and intellectuals called for «recognition 
that many crimes committed in the name of Communism should be assessed as 
crimes against humanity […], in the same way as Nazi crimes [were] assessed by 
the Nuremberg Tribunal». This declaration (as well as other similar statements is-
sued by EU bodies and national governments39) and the comparisons between Nazi 
and communist crimes (especially between the Holocaust and the Holodomor) were 
very negatively received in the Kremlin, because equating Stalinism with Nazism 
undermines the Russian/Soviet cult of the war.

In this context, Putin’s ideologists began calling for a more systematic memory 
politics, justifying its necessity by the «aggressive phobias» of Russia’s neighbors 
and the assertion that after the collapse of the traditional ideologies, «the politics 
of history will become the standard for politics as such»40. This vision has found its 
expression in three consecutive versions of the Foreign Policy Concept of the Rus-
sian Federation adopted in 2008, 2013, and 2016, which list the struggle against 
“historical revisionism” among this policy’s main tasks. Samuel P. Huntington’s no-
tion of a «clash of civilizations», which resonates with the theory of Slavic-Orthodox 
civilization dear to Russian nationalists, presents as the theoretical foundation of 
this “concept”, not least because it justifies Putin’s anti-Americanism and his de-

36 C. Wicke, Helmut Kohl’s Quest for Normality: His Representation of the German Nation and Himself, Berghahn 
Books, New York, Oxford 2015, p. 5.
37 M. Mälksoo, “Memory Must Be Defended”: Beyond the Politics of Mnemonical Security, in «Security Dia-
logue», n. 3, 2015, pp. 221-237.
38 G. Kasyanov, Danse macabre: Golod 1932-1933 rokiv u polititsi, masoviy svidomosti ta istoriografii, 1980-ti-po-
chatok 2000-kh, Nash Chas, Kyiv 2010.
39 See, for example, Resolution on Divided Europe Reunited: Promoting Human Rights and Civil Liberties in the 
OSCE Region in the 21st Century, in Vilnius Declaration of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly and Resolutions 
Adopted at the Eighteenth Annual Session, Vilnius, 29 June to 3 July 2009, p. 48; European Parliament Resolution 
of 19 September 2019 on the Importance of European Remembrance for the Future of Europe; Uchwała Seimu 
Rzeczypospolitey Polskiej z dnia 9 stycznia 2020 r. w sprawie wyrażenia sprzeciwu wobec manipulowania faktami 
i zakłamywania historii przez polityków Federacji Rosyjskiej w celu dyskredytowania Polski i pogarszania relacji 
rosyjsko-polskich.
40 G. Pavlovsky, Plokho s pamyatyu-Plokho s politikoy, in «Russkiy zhurnal», 9 dekabr’ 2008 g.
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fense of the multipolarity principle. Thus, the 2008 Concept states: «The reaction to 
the prospect of loss by the historic West of its monopoly in global processes finds 
its expression, in particular, in the continued political and psychological policy of 
‘containing’ Russia, including the use of a selective approach to history, for those 
purposes, first of all as regards the World War Two and the postwar period»41. The 
memory of the war is considered an aspect of a geopolitical struggle in which Russia 
takes the side of the future multipolar world that is expected to replace the outmoded 
US hegemony. Confronted with attempts to revise history, the Russian Federation 
expresses its intention «to firmly counter manifestations of neofascism, any forms 
of racial discrimination, aggressive nationalism, anti-Semitism and xenophobia, at-
tempts to rewrite the history, use it for instigating confrontation and revanchism in 
the world politics, and revise the outcome of the World War Two [sic]»42.

Diminishing the importance of Russia’s victory presents here as a manifestation 
of neofascism, racism, and even anti-Semitism. The logic behind this is that anyone 
who is against Russia is for fascism, because (the argument goes) Russia is the most 
anti-fascist country in the world, as proved by its status as the primary victim and 
the principal hero of the war. This is reminiscent of Stalin’s claim that anyone who 
is anti-USSR is pro-fascism43. An advantage for the Kremlin of this position is that 
it excludes the notion of Russia’s own fascist (or near-fascist) tradition44.

The 2013 and 2016 versions of the Concept develop similar ideas: «Global com-
petition takes place on a civilizational level» because the «cultural and civilization-
al diversity of the world becomes more and more manifest». As a result, «various 
values and models of development based on the universal principles of democracy 
and market economy start to clash and compete against each other». The Kremlin 
claims that all countries are equally democratic today, although each is democratic 
in its own way, which deprives the notion of democracy of any meaning. Further-
more, it accuses the West of selfishly defending its obsolete hegemony by promot-
ing its values (which for Moscow can only lead to xenophobia and instability)45. 
In this context, countering «attempts to revise the outcomes of World War II» and 
promoting «the depoliticization of historical discussions» are considered urgent 
strategic tasks46. However, the mission to depoliticize history looks strange in light 
of the aforementioned claims that there can be no objective truth about the past47.

41 The Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation, 12 January 2008, art. II.
42 Ivi, art. III.5.
43 F. Furet, Le Passé d’une illusion: Essai sur l’idée communiste au XXe siècle, Laffont, Paris 1995.
44 N. Koposov, Populism and Memory, cit.
45 Concept of the Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation, 18 February 2013, art. II.13; Foreign Policy Concept 
of the Russian Federation, 30 November 2016, artt. 4-5.
46 Concept of the Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation, 18 February 2013, art. 39.h; Foreign Policy Concept 
of the Russian Federation, 30 November 2016, art. 45.i.
47 Most recently, in July 2021, Putin signed a decree On the Russian Federation’s National Security Strategy, in 
which «revising Russia’s role in world history» is mentioned as a major threat, while «defending historical truth» 
is declared an important task of government. See O strategii natsional’noy bezopasnosti Rossiyskoy Federatsii, 
Ukaz prezidenta Rossiyskoy Federatsii, n. 400, 2 iûl’ 2021 g.
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The Institutions of History Politics

Russia was not among the first East European countries to develop new history 
politics infrastructures in the post-communist period, although old infrastructures, 
including the party-state propaganda machine, the political police, censorship, and the 
veterans’ associations, either ceased to exist or were underfunded and demotivated 
under Yeltsin’s democratic government. That government’s politics of the past was 
inconsistent because of a lack of resources and the reformers’ conviction that democ-
racy should rely on rational arguments rather than civic religions. In the 1990s, Russia 
and its former satellites were at one in their rejection of the communist legacy, includ-
ing its imperial component, and mnemo-political conflicts between them were rare. 
The loss of the empire made the identity problem in Russia painful enough, and the 
government preferred not to focus on it. In contrast, other post-communist countries 
were fascinated with their newly acquired independence and pursued a relatively ac-
tive identity politics. In the 1990s and early 2000s, decommunization laws (including 
memory laws) were adopted, and centers such as national remembrance institutes and 
museums of the occupations (in the plural, to refer to both the German and Soviet oc-
cupations) were created in several East European countries48.

When memory wars in Eastern Europe began under Putin, the Kremlin realized 
it was lagging behind its opponents in developing such infrastructures. Not surpris-
ingly, this was interpreted as proof of Russia being on the defensive in those wars. 
Russia, Putin’s ideologists claimed, had become a “defenseless and secure screen for 
[the display of other countries’] defamatory projections”49. And, although the rise of 
nationalism in Eastern Europe has undoubtedly contributed to the deterioration of the 
international climate in the region, the lion’s share of responsibility for the East Euro-
pean memory wars goes to Russia: the revival of the Kremlin’s neo-imperial politics 
has decisively influenced the mnemo-political dynamics in the region.

The composition of Medvedev’s 2009 anti-falsification commission (as well as 
Putin’s 2021 commission) showcases a spectrum of institutions involved in im-
plementing the Kremlin’s memory politics and the role of security-related consid-
erations in it. Sergey Naryshkin, Medvedev’s Chief of Staff, was appointed as the 
commission’s chairperson. The governmental bodies represented in the commis-
sion included the ministries of foreign affairs, defense, culture, education, and jus-
tice; the federal agencies for archives, press, and youth; the Russian Television and 
Radio Broadcasting Company; and the Federal Service for Technical and Export 
Control. The commission also contained representatives of the Security Council, 
the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR), the Federal Security Service (FSB, the 
successor of the KGB), the Presidential Administration, the parliament, the Civic 
Chamber, and the Academy of Sciences, as well as the rector of the Moscow School 
of International Relations (MGIMO). This is an incomplete but representative list 
of the institutional actors in Russia’s history politics.

48 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., pp. 152-176.
49 G. Pavlovsky, Plokho s pamyatyu, cit.
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The commission was abolished in February 2012, after two and a half years of 
remarkably uneventful existence. It did, however, play its role in promoting his-
tory politics higher on the agenda of many Russian institutions. It being impossible 
to characterize each institution’s contribution to Putin’s mnemo-political agenda in 
any detail, I will limit myself to a few examples that show how various institutions 
are involved in it.

The Presidential Administration coordinates the regime’s history politics, as well 
as all other aspects of politics, just as the Central Committee of the CPSU did under 
the Soviets. Putin regularly makes statements about the past, as did Dmitry Med-
vedev when he was president in 2008-2012 (and prime minister in 2012-2020)50. 
Sergey Naryshkin had become involved in history politics as Medvedev’s Chief 
of Staff and retained an interest in this politics as chair of the State Duma in 2012-
2016. In 2012, he became president of the newly created Russian Historical Society, 
one of the products of the anti-falsification commission, and remained as president 
after he was appointed SVR director in 2016. Vladislav Surkov (1999-2011) and 
Vyacheslav Volodin (2011-2016), deputy chiefs of staff responsible for domestic 
politics and ideology, were also active in history politics. Surkov infamously pro-
posed the concept of «sovereign democracy» in 2006, while Volodin was an archi-
tect of Putin’s 2012 radical conservative turn, of which the anti-Western politics of 
memory was an essential aspect.

Soon after his election as president in 2000, Putin created the Russian Pobeda 
(Victory) Organizing Committee – «an advisory and consultative body under the 
President […], formed in the interests of conducting uniform state policy on veter-
ans and on promoting patriotism»51. The committee has played a vital role in coor-
dinating the efforts of various governmental bodies in the development of the war 
cult. Similar committees also exist in all constituent entities of the Russian Federa-
tion (sub’ekty federatsii).

As we have seen, foreign policy-related considerations are crucial to Russian his-
tory politics (which does not mean that domestic factors are any less important). 
Hence the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ central role in promoting it. I have examined 
elsewhere how Foreign Minister, Sergey Lavrov has accused the West of historical 
revisionism and, implicitly, of being anti-Russian and pro-fascist52. Numerous dip-
lomatic incidents show how scrupulously the ministry monitors «attempts to falsify 
history to the detriment of Russia’s interests». Recent cases include Russia’s official 
protests against the destruction of Soviet war memorials in Poland, Ukraine, and the 

50 O. Malinova, Aktual’noye proshloye: Simvolicheskaya politika vlastvuyushchey elity i dilemmy rossiyskoy iden-
tichnosti, Politicheskaya entsyklopediya, Moscow 2015, pp. 128-174.
51 O Rossiyskom organizatsionnom komitete ‘Pobeda’, Ukaz Prezidenta Rossiyskoy Fedratsii, n. 1441, 5 avgust 
2000 g. See the Committee’s page on the Kremlin website: http://www.en.kremlin.ru/structure/committees/. See 
also P. Polyan, Yubiley a la Glavpur? Rossiyskiy organizatsionnyi komitet ‘Pobeda’ kak yestestvennaya monopoli-
ya, in Pamyat’ o voyne 60 let spustya, red. I. Kalinin, cit., pp. 282-296.
52 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., pp. 255-259.
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Czech Republic, including the Marshal Ivan Konev statue in Prague53. The Foreign 
Ministry closely collaborates with Defense in protecting those monuments. Putin 
himself has often condemned their desecration and attempts to «barbarously erase» 
the memory of Soviet «soldier-liberators», and has instructed Russian diplomats to 
tend to Soviet war memorials abroad54. Another example of the Foreign Ministry’s 
role in promoting the war cult is its 2020 report, which meticulously documents on 
several hundred pages the «heroization of Nazism» in the US, Canada, and thirty-six 
European countries. The report presents this «heroization» (that is, interpretations 
of the war inconsistent with the Russian vision) as a worldwide anti-Russian con-
spiracy initiated by the pro-fascist West55. These activities should not be understood 
as pure propaganda unrelated to actual politics: by portraying its opponents as «Nazi 
accomplices», Moscow narrows the space for possible dialogue with them.

The Ministry of Defense and its Main Political Directorate (Glavpur) played an 
essential role in promoting the war cult under the Soviets. Glavpur was abolished in 
1991, to depoliticize the army, but was reestablished in 2018 as part of the Krem-
lin’s effort to «ensure the political loyalty of the Russian soldier»56. The military 
has, however, never been entirely free of ideological control.

In the late 1980s, Glavpur and the veterans’ organizations intensified their efforts 
to promote the cult of fallen soldiers as a substitute for the disintegrating communist 
ideology. In 1991, the former General Headquarters Archive was reorganized into 
the Historical Archive and War Memorial Center, which was later renamed the War 
Historical Center, the War Memorial Center, and finally the Department for Per-
petuating the Memory of Those Killed in Defense of the Fatherland57. The center’s 
changing names speak volumes, in that the notion of memory has clearly gained in 
importance over the years. The focus on the memory of fallen soldiers vouchsafes 
additional legitimacy to the war cult and to accusations leveled at Moscow’s op-
ponents for having desecrated war-era graves. War memorial services were also 
arranged in Russia’s five military districts58. A 2006 presidential decree designated 

53 V MID rasskazali o snose pamyatnikov v Chekhii, Pol’she i na Ukraine, 20 maj 2021 g. (https://russkiymir.ru/
news/288189/); Comment by the Information and Press Department on the situation related to the dismantling 
of the monument to Marshal Ivan Konev in Prague, 4 May 2020 (https://www.mid.ru/foreign_policy/news/-/
asset_publisher/cKNonkJE02Bw/content/id/4113704).
54 Putin prizval zashchitit’ sovetskie memorialy v drugikh stranakh, 20 maj 2021 g. (https://ria.ru/20210520/me-
morial-1733144228.html).
55 O situatsii s geroizatsiey natsizma, rasprostranenii neonatsizma i drugikh vidov praktiki, kotorye sposobst-
vuyut eskalatsii sovremennykh form rasizma, rasovoy diskriminatsii, ksenofobii n svyazannoy s nimi neterpimosti, 
Doklad Ministerstva inostrannykh del Rossiyskoy Federatsii, iûn’2020.
56 R.C. Finch, Ensuring the Political Loyalty of the Russian Soldier, in «Military Review», July-August 2020, pp. 52-67.
57 V. Popov, “Voyna ne okonchena, poka ne pokhoronen poslendiy soldat…”: Sokhranenie pamyati o pogibshikh 
pri zashchite otechestva, in «Voenno-istoricheskiy zhurnal», n. 11, 2017, pp. 4-10; V.A. Rubin, E.B. Spiridonova, 
O roli Ministerstva oborony Rossii v formirovanii i realizatsii gosudarstvennoy kul’turnoy politiki v sfere sokhra-
neniya voenno-memorial’nogo nsalediya v postsovetskiy period, in «Kul’tura i iskusstvo», n. 12, 2018, pp. 68-76.
58 J. Dahlin, Known and Unknown Soldiers: Remembering Russia’s Fallen in the Great Patriotic War, in The 
Future of the Soviet Past, eds. A. Weiss-Wendt, N. Adler, cit., pp. 131-149; N. Danilova, The Politics of War: 
Commemoration in the UK and Russia, Palgrave Macmillan, Houndmills 2015.
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the Ministry of Defense as the «authorized federal body» tasked with perpetuating 
the memory of those who died defending the country59. In 2007, another decree in-
structed the ministry to create representative offices of its war memorial department 
abroad60. Soon, such offices were open in Russia’s embassies in Germany, Poland, 
Hungary, the Czech Republic, Romania, and other countries, where they play a 
central role in Russia’s mnemonic conflicts with her neighbors centering on Soviet 
war memorials.

In 2007, the ministry created a special unit in charge of search activities – the 
90th Special Search Battalion. Two electronic databases – Memorial and The Peo-
ple’s Feat – are among the ministry’s main commemorative projects. The first con-
tains information about all known members of the military who died during the war. 
The second is focused on those who received awards for feats of military valor61. 
The Main Cathedral of the Russian Armed Forces, located in Moscow’s outer sub-
urbs, was consecrated in June 2020. Built to commemorate the 75th anniversary of 
the victory in 1945, it evidences the role taken by the Orthodox Church in political 
propaganda for the military. The lavish memorial complex around the cathedral 
also includes a Memory Lane multimedia museum.

Sergey Shoygu, the current Minister of Defense, had played an important role in 
promoting the war cult since his first appearance on the Russian political scene in the 
fall of 1999, when he became one of the leaders of the newly created pro-Putin Unity 
Party, soon to be renamed United Russia (at which time he was the Minister of Emer-
gency Situations). In this capacity, he was a driving force behind the 2009 draft of 
what was to become Russia’s first criminal memory law, in 201462. In addition, Sho-
ygu has repeatedly advocated for countermeasures against the falsification of history 
and the creation of one history textbook for the entire country. In 2020, he introduced 
the new rules that have made it more difficult to declassify the ministry’s archives63.

The Ministry of Culture has been equally active in promoting Putin’s “patri-
otic” agenda. Subsidizing history films, both feature and documentary, is one of 
its instruments in so doing 64. Among dozens of recent war films are Aleksandr 
Kott’s The Brest Fortress (2010), Fedor Bondarchuk’s Stalingrad (2013), and Igor 
Kopylov’s Rzhev (2019). The latter presents the 1942-1943 battle of Rzhev, the 
best-known example of the Soviet high command’s indifference to human losses, as 
a wise strategic decision. Andrey Shalyopa and Kim Druzhinin’s Panfilov’s 28 Men 

59 Voprosy uvekovecheniya pamyati pogibshikh pri zashchite Otechestva, Ukaz Prezidenta Rossiyskoy Federatsii, 
n. 37, 22 ânvar’ 2006 g.
60 O predstavitel’stvakh Ministerstva oborony Rossiyskoy Federatsii v inostrannykh gosudarstvakh, na territori-
yakh kotorych imeyutsya rossiyskie voinskie zakhoroneniya, Ukaz Prezidenta Rossiyskoy Federatsii, n. 1313, 1 
noâbr’ 2007 g.
61 See the Ministry of Defense website: https://mil.ru/commemoration.htm.
62 N. Bespalova, Sergey Shoigu poydet “do upora” protiv tekh, kto otritsaet pobedu v voyne, in «Kommersant», 
5 mart 2009 g.
63 B. Sokolov, Arkhivisty, Shoygu dal prikaz, 25 mart 2021 g. (https://graniru.org/Society/History/m.281345.html).
64 S.M. Norris, War, Cinema, and the Politics of Memory in Putin 2.0 Culture, in The Future of the Soviet Past, 
eds. A. Weiss-Wendt, N. Adler, cit., pp. 170-190.
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(2016) reproduces the legend of a Red Army platoon that heroically saved Mos-
cow from German tanks in November 1941, although in 2015, Sergey Mironenko, 
the Russian State Archive’s director, had published the 1948 military prosecutors’ 
report saying that the entire story about this «battle of Dubosekovo» was a propa-
ganda fabrication65. Medinsky reacted violently, claiming that the story was true66. 
Mironenko lost his job, and Medinsky falsely announced he had found documents 
showing he had been right67. The film, however, tells the story as if it were the un-
varnished truth.

Several war films deal with the Holocaust, which until recently did not «exist 
as a theme in mass Russian culture»68. However, in the 2010s and especially since 
2015 (when, after the annexation of Crimea, Putin was not invited to the ceremony 
commemorating the liberation of Auschwitz by the Red Army), the Kremlin made 
attempts to partly integrate the Holocaust into its war myth. Pavel Chukhray’s Cold 
Tango (2017) deals with the Holocaust in Lithuania and emphasizes the participa-
tion of the Lithuanians in the extermination of the Jews, which is entirely in line 
with the Russian government’s propaganda. Konstantin Khabensky’s 2018 Sobibor 
depicts the October 1943 uprising in the Sobibor camp led by a lieutenant of the 
Red Army, Aleksandr Pechersky (played by Khabensky himself). Unsurprisingly, 
the movie focuses on Russia’s decisive role in the anti-Nazi resistance69.

In contrast to the war, the 1917 October Revolution has completely fallen out of 
favor in Russia since the collapse of communism. The Bolshevik revolution has a 
bad reputation in the eyes of Putin’s ideologists, who miss no opportunity to con-
demn the use of force in overthrowing legitimate authorities. They present Lenin 
and his group as traitors who rebelled against the government during the war and 
accepted Germany’s financial support. Two TV mini-series launched to commemo-
rate the centennial in the fall of 2017 present the revolution in light of the infamous 
myth of Judeo-Communism. Trotsky, with Konstantin Khabensky in the title role, 
shows him as the main figure of the Bolshevik revolution. Although the plot does 
not emphasize Trotsky’s Jewish origins, he is depicted as a stereotypical Jew. De-
mon of the Revolution, starring Fyodor Bondarchuk, tells the story of Alexander 
Parvus, an influential Marxist thinker and supposed broker between German intel-
ligence and Lenin during the First World War. Jews providing financial support to 
the revolution and the revolution being a betrayal of Russia’s national interests are 
among the main themes of this mini-series.

65 Spravka-doklad glavnogo voennogo prokurora N. Afanasieva “O 28 panfilovtsakh”, 10 maj 1946 g. (https://
statearchive.ru/607).
66 S. Walker, Russian war film set to open amid controversy over accuracy of events, in «The Guardian», 23 noâbr’ 
2016 g.
67 B. Sokolov, Razgrom Medinskogo pod Moskvoy: Kak provalilas’ novaya popytka ministra otstoyat’ mif o 28 pamfilovt-
sakh, in «The Insider», 3 dekabr’ 2018 g.
68 B. Dubin, Vtoraya mirovaya voyna i Kholokost v rossiyskom obshchestvennom soznanii, 14 noâbr’ 2013 g. 
(http://urokiistorii.ru/article/51913).
69 I. Tabarovsky, Russia’s Strange Obsession with Sobibór, 9 maj 2018 g. (http://www.kennan-russiafile.
org/2018/05/09/russias-strange-obsession-with-sobibor/).
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As previously mentioned, Naryshkin became president of the Russian Historical 
Society (RIO) created in 2012. One of Medinsky’s first acts as Minister of Culture 
was to inaugurate the Russian Military Historical Society (RVIO) in December 2012. 
Generously funded by the government and private donors, the society of which he 
was elected president has become the «state-sponsored organization for historical 
propaganda» that the future minister proposed when writing his dissertation. Organ-
izing public events (such as festivals and summer camps for students) to celebrate 
Russian military history, erecting monuments to military leaders and war heroes, and 
organizing conferences and exhibitions are among the society’s activities70.

The Ministry of Education and the Academy of Sciences have contributed to 
reforming Russian history education in the spirit of Putin’s war cult. Under Yeltsin, 
history textbooks presenting a largely negative view of the Soviet experience were 
used along with more traditional ones, and instructors could choose between them. 
History textbooks of the 2000s and 2010s typically downplay the communist com-
ponent of the Soviet system, and focus on the Soviet great power politics, economic 
achievements, and victory over Nazi Germany71. They also offer a more positive 
assessment of Stalin’s role without passing over the repressions in silence. In Feb-
ruary 2013, Putin instructed the ministry to create textbooks that would present 
national history in a «non-contradictory» fashion. The concept of a «unified history 
textbook» promulgated in October 2013 holds in particular that «the USSR entered 
the Second World War on 22 June 1941, as a result of the German invasion of its 
territory»72, as if the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and the Soviet occupation of the Bal-
tic countries and parts of Poland, Rumania, and Finland in 1939 and 1940 had had 
nothing to do with this war. The textbooks’ authors have had no choice but to fol-
low this interpretation. Most recently, in his 2021 annual address to the parliament, 
Putin again expressed his dissatisfaction with some textbooks that underemphasize 
Russia’s role in the victory over fascism73. In response, the Ministry of Education 
has launched a new campaign targeted on the revision of history textbooks74.

Other institutions also contribute to the Kremlin’s history politics. Television, 
which in Russia is closely controlled by the authorities, is active in shaping collective 
memories through TV series, documentaries, and coverage of the politics of memory-
related events, from the Victory Day military parades to diplomatic incidents involv-

70 On these historical societies, see V.V. Lapin, Rossiyskoye istoricheskoye obshchestvo (RIO) i Rossiyskoye voy-
enno-istoricheskoye obshchestvo (RVIO) kak instrumenty istoricheskoy politiki pervoy chetverti XXI veka, in Poli-
tika pamyati v sovremennoy Rossii i stranakh Vostochnoy Yevropy: Aktory, instituty, narrativy, eds. A.I. Miller, 
D.V. Efremenko, Izdatel’stvo Yevropeyskogo universiteta, Saint Petersburg 2020, pp. 74-95.
71 V. Kaplan, The Vicissitudes of Socialism in Russian History Textbooks, in «History and Memory», n. 2, 2009, 
pp. 83-109.
72 Kontseptsiya novogo uchebno-metodicheskogo kompleksa po otechestvennoy istorii: Proekt, p. 48 (https://
www.kommersant.ru/docs/2013/standart.pdf).
73 Poslanie Prezidenta Federal’nomu sobraniyu, 21 aprel’ 2021 g.
74 V. Pavlov, Ne zabyt’ pro Stalingrad: V Rossii proveryat vse shkol’nye uchebniki, in «Rossiyskaya gazeta», 25 
aprel’ 2021 g.
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ing the Soviet war memorials75. The same can be said of most other media, which with 
few exceptions follow mainstream memory politics. Despite some resistance on the 
part of certain members, the Federal Archival Agency was instrumental in implement-
ing the archival counter-revolution of the 2000s. The opening of the archives, which 
began in the 1990s, has slowed. Some collections have been closed again, and many 
documents on political repressions have become unavailable to researchers under the 
pretext of protecting the privacy of members of law enforcement76. The Ministry of 
Justice and the courts as a whole, which are closely controlled by the authorities, are 
central to the legislation of the past and the application of that legislation, which we 
will review in the next section. In addition to their behind-the-scenes activities, the 
secret services are only too eager to supply pro-Kremlin researchers with pre-selected 
information from their classified archives. The leadership of the Academy of Sci-
ences, universities, and history journals (most of which are state-owned) also follow 
this trend, although not without some sporadic dissent.

A near-total control over the elections, parliament, and political parties is an 
important pillar of the Putin regime. With few exceptions (such as the Communist 
Party objecting in 2010 to the official recognition of Soviet responsibility for the 
1940 Katyn massacre of Polish prisoners of war), all Duma parties pursue pro-
Kremlin history policies77.

Non-governmental memory politics actors include the aforementioned historical 
societies and associations, several foundations, private universities and publishing 
houses, and religious institutions. Most of them (and numerous informal groups of 
memory activists) generally follow the Kremlin’s commemorative agenda78. How-
ever, sometimes they deviate from it by further radicalizing it and/or by addressing 
the memory concerns of particular audiences.

Despite its complex relationships with the government and its internal schisms, 
the Russian Orthodox Church actively participates in “patriotic education”, and 
collaborates with the Ministry of Defense and other governmental bodies79. The 

75 J. Sweet, Political Invasions into Collective Memories: Russia, in «International Journal of Communication», 
v. 10, 2016, pp. 4512-4531.
76 M. Chudakova, V zashchitu dvoinykh standartov, in «Novoye literaturnoye obozreniye», n. 74, 2005, pp. 203-
261; M. Kramer, Archival Policies and Historical Memory in the Post-Soviet Era, in «Demokratizatsiya», n. 3, 
2012, pp. 204-215.
77 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., p. 274; id., Holocaust Remembrance, the Cult of the War, and Memory Laws in 
Putin’s Russia, forthcoming in Memory Laws and Historical Justice, eds. A. Lang, E. Barkan.
78 A. Weiss-Wendt, Secondhand History, cit., pp. 48-70.
79 M. Laruelle, Politika pamyati Russkoy pravoslavnoy tserkvi: reabilitiruya, perekhvatyvaya, vozvrashchaya, 
in Politika pamyati v sovremennoy Rossii, eds. A.I. Miller, D.V. Efremenko, cit., pp. 122-143; I. Torbakov, The 
Russian Orthodox Church and Contestations over History in Contemporary Russia, in «Demokratizatsiya», n. 
1, 2014, pp. 145-170; K. Rousselet, The Russian Orthodox Church and Reconciliation with the Soviet Past, in 
History, Memory and Politics in Central and Eastern Europe: Memory Games, eds. G. Mink, L. Neumayer, 
Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke-New York 2013, pp. 39-53; G. Shakhanova, P. Kratochvíl, The Patriotic Turn 
in Russia: Political Convergence of the Russian Orthodox Church and the State?, in «Politics and Religion», 
21 December 2020, pp. 1-28; G.L. Freeze, The Russian Orthodox Church: Putin Ally or Independent Force?, in 
«Religion and Politics», 10 October 2017.
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foundation Russkiy Mir (The Russian World) was created in 2007 to promote Rus-
sian culture abroad and support the preservation of Russian identity in the Russian 
diasporas. The politics of the past, including the war cult, is one of the foundation’s 
primary concerns80. Several far-right groups that enjoy the Kremlin’s support are 
seeking to radicalize its ideology while providing propaganda coverage for its ac-
tions, such as the war in Donbass. These groups include the Izborsky Club, an ul-
tranationalist think tank founded in 201281, and Aleksandr Dugin’s Eurasian Youth 
Movement, founded in 2005.

I have discussed elsewhere the activities of the World Without Nazism interna-
tional human rights movement created in 2010 by pro-Russian Ukrainian activists 
and a group of Russian politicians involved in the battles over the past in Ukraine, 
and the Historical Memory Foundation (created in 2008), which specializes in the 
publication of secret service archival materials showcasing the anti-Semitic atti-
tudes and pro-Nazi sympathies typical of many East European politicians and ac-
tivists in the 1930s and 1940s82. Both seek to complexify the Russian/Soviet war 
myth by incorporating some elements of Holocaust remembrance. Several Jewish 
organizations and research and cultural institutions focusing on Jewish history have 
also been actively helping the Kremlin promote the memory of the Holocaust as 
part of the official war cult. These institutions, including the Moscow Anti-Fascist 
Center (founded in 1990), the Research and Educational Holocaust Center (1992), 
and the Russian Jewish Congress (RJC, 1996), should not, however, be viewed as 
mere instruments of the authorities’ memory politics, whose support they need to 
pursue their commemorative agenda. Holocaust remembrance has made signifi-
cant advances in Russia, especially in the 2010s, when it became increasingly in-
strumentalized by the Kremlin as a weapon against its East European opponents83. 
Thus, the government supported the creation of the Jewish Museum and Tolerance 
Center in Moscow in 2012 and the RJC’s Restore the Dignity project, under whose 
aegis several dozen Holocaust memorials have been erected in the country84.

The official cult of the war seems to be supported by a majority of Russians. 
There are, however, some dissenting voices and institutions that promote alterna-
tive visions of Russian history. The Memorial Society (established in 1989) focuses 
on the communist terror and presents an obvious alternative to the official war-
centered narrative. The Free Historical Society (created in 2014 as an alternative 

80 V. Nikonov, O sozdanii fonda “Russkiy Mir”, in «Russian Language Journal», v. 57, 2007, pp. 223-229.
81 M. Laruelle, The Izborsky Club, or the New Conservative Avant-Garde in Russia, in «The Russian Review», n. 
4, 2016, pp. 626-644.
82 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., pp. 282-283.
83 On the complexities of Holocaust remembrance in Russia, see K.-G. Karlsson, The Reception of the Holocaust 
in Russia: Silence, Conspiracy, and Glimpses of Light, in Bringing the Dark Past to Light: The Reception of the 
Holocaust in Postcommunist Europe, eds. J.-P. Himka, J.B. Michlic, University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln 2013, 
pp. 487-514; K. Feferman, Russia as a Bulwark against Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial: The Second World 
War according to Moscow, in The Future of the Soviet Past, eds. A. Weiss-Wendt, N. Adler, cit., pp. 89-106; N. 
Koposov, Holocaust Remembrance, cit.
84 Ibid.
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to the Russian Historical Society and Russian Military Historical Society) has set 
itself the task of countering the ideologization of history. Privately owned pub-
lishing houses (such as the New Literary Observer Press) and private universities 
(such as the European University at Saint Petersburg) support independent research 
and educational projects that do not align with the government’s history politics. 
However, they have insufficient resources to efficiently promote alternative history 
politics on a national scale.

Historical Memory and Criminal Law

Despite history’s centrality to Soviet ideology, the USSR had no special laws to 
prohibit statements about the past or to provide an official assessment of historical 
events. Instead, the official conception of history was formulated in Communist 
Party documents, and any deviation from it could be punished on the basis of ar-
ticles 70 and 191.1 of Russia’s Criminal Code, which forbade «anti-Soviet propa-
ganda and agitation» and «the dissemination of knowingly false and calumnious 
information» about the Soviet system.

Since 2014, the Kremlin’s interpretation of the Second World War has been pro-
tected by criminal law. In the 1990s, Russian democrats sought to prohibit the de-
nial of fascist and communist crimes against humanity on the model of the 1990 
French law against Holocaust denial (the Gayssot Act). But they failed because the 
parliament was in the hands of the communist and nationalist opposition to Boris 
Yeltsin’s market reforms85. The Putin regime returned to the notion of criminalizing 
certain statements about the past in the context of its memory wars with Poland, 
Ukraine, and the Baltic countries. As already mentioned, the first draft of the law 
protecting the Soviet/Russian war narrative was introduced in the parliament in 
2009. However, it was not adopted until the 2014 Ukraine crisis and the radical 
conservative turn in Putin’s politics. The 2014 law criminalizes the «dissemina-
tion of knowingly false information about the activities of the USSR during the 
Second World War»86 («knowingly false information» was arguably an intentional 
quotation from the Soviet Criminal Code). Russian lawmakers claim that this law 
is no different from Western Holocaust denial laws. But it can, rather, be regarded 
as an extreme case of the East European trend toward using criminal law to protect 
national narratives, in that it openly privileges the memory of an oppressive re-
gime over that of its victims. In contrast, West European (and some East European) 
memory laws, their shortcomings notwithstanding, protect the memory of victims 
of state-sponsored crimes87. In practice and conversely, the Russian law is used al-
most only against those who accuse the USSR of unleashing the Second World War.

85 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., pp. 220-237.
86 O vnesenii izemeniy v otdel’nyie zakonodatel’nyie akty Rossiyskoy Federatsii, Federal’nyi zakon, n. 128-FZ, 5 
maj 2014 g., art. 1.1.
87 N. Koposov, Memory Laws, cit., pp. 305-308.
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Russian legislation of the past has further developed in recent years. In 2020, the 
following article was introduced in the Russian constitution: «The Russian Federa-
tion respects the memory of the defenders of the Fatherland and protects the histori-
cal truth. It is forbidden to diminish the significance of the heroism of the people in 
defending the Fatherland»88. This reform has given the green light to the development 
of criminal legislation regarding the past. Two acts passed in April 2021 considerably 
increased the punishment for insulting, or spreading false information about, veterans 
and disseminating heretical statements about the Second World War online89. Finally, 
a July 2021 law forbade the display of pictures representing fascist leaders90.

As we have seen, the promotion and protection of the Soviet/Russian war cult 
remains the main objective of the Kremlin’s politics of memory. This narrative, de-
spite all arguments to the contrary, does function as an official ideology and enjoys 
legal protection, including by the instrumentalities of criminal law.

88 Konstitutsiya Rossiyskoy Federatsii, art. 67.1.
89 O vnesenii izmeneniy v statii 3.5 i 13.15 Kodeksa Rossiyskoy Federatsii ob administrativnykh pravonarusheni-
yakh, Federal’nyi zakon, n. 58-FZ, 5 aprel’ 2021 g.; O vnesenii izmeneniy v statiu 354-ù-1 Ugolovnogo kodeksa 
Rossiyskoy Federatsii, Federal’nyi zakon, n. 59-FZ, 5 aprel’ 2021 g.
90 O vnesenii izmeneniy v statiu 6 Federal’nogo zakona ‘Ob uvekovechenii Pobedy sovetskogo naroda v Velikoy 
otechestvennoy voyne 1941-1945 godov’ i statiu 1 Federal’nogo zakona ‘O protivodeystvii ekstremistskoy deya-
tel’nosti’, Federal’nyi zakon, n. 280-FZ, 1 iûl’ 2021 g.




